Gap Filling Vocabulary Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. Until the police completed the ................................., the accused was denied bail.

- investigate
- investigation
- investigative

2. His ........................................ was due to his illness.

- irritable
- irritability
- irritate

3. We have to .................................. our campaign against dowry and domestic abuse.
4. Without any ...................... he started shouting at me.

5. It was a ......................... evening.
6. The circus artists performed many tricks while walking **precariously** on a rope.

- precarious
- precariously

7. **Indiscriminate** use of antibiotics can give rise to drug resistant bacteria.

- Indiscriminate
- Discriminate
- Indiscriminant
- Discriminant

8. There was **accuse** in his voice.
9. The cancellation of flights caused a great deal of ______________________ to the travelers.

10. His ________________________ landed him in a great deal of financial difficulty.
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11. I have no words to express my

gratefulness

gratitude

gratitudinous

12. The lawyer was not able to

substantiate

substantiatively

substance

Answers

Until the police completed the investigation, the accused was denied bail.
His irritability was due to his illness.
We have to intensify our campaign against dowry and domestic abuse.
Without any provocation he started shouting at me.
It was a memorable evening.
The circus artists performed many tricks while walking precariously on a rope.
Indiscriminate use of antibiotics can give rise to drug resistant bacteria.
There was accusation in his voice.
The cancellation of flights caused a great deal of inconvenience to the travelers.
His extravagance landed him in a great deal of financial difficulty.
I have no words to express my gratitude.
The lawyer was not able to substantiate his argument.